FOR INFORMATION ONLY

RULES FOR THE ROY STEVENS, G2BVN MEMORIAL TROPHY

1. The trophy to be a shield design with the Roy Stevens, G2BVN citation on the back and recipient’s name etc. on the front.

2. The trophy to be awarded to any radio amateur who has best exemplified the work and dedication of Roy Stevens, G2BVN in international radio. Radio amateurs world wide are eligible.

3. All nominations to be made through a national society and shall be received by the IARU Region 1 Secretary before the commencement of the Opening Plenary of a Region 1 Conference.

4. The winner to be decided by a panel of five, who will be drawn by ballot at the Opening Plenary of a Region 1 Conference. The panel will receive the nominations and should a nominee be from a Society which is a member of the panel this society will withdraw and another Society will be drawn.

   All five members of the panel will have a vote and a simple majority only is necessary. The result to be announced at the Final Plenary Meeting.

5. If more than one nominee is proposed, the panel can name two persons to receive the award at any one Region 1 Conference, if they feel both candidates are worthy. The panel may also reject the nominations if they consider that the candidates do not qualify.

6. Region 1 serving officers are not normally eligible for the award.

7. The award to be made to the recipient at any IARU meeting by an IARU Officer, depending on circumstances, as to worldwide location.

8. Engraving and plaque details to be undertaken by the Region 1 secretariat.
Formation of the Panel

The names of all Societies present at the Opening Plenary (not proxies) will be in the ballot and five names drawn out. On opening the envelope’s containing the name(s), if it is found that a Society has nominated someone from a society forming the panel, this society will withdraw and a further name drawn.

The Secretariat will prepare the names of the societies attending. Should any Society know of a nominee in their Society they should request not to be included in the Ballot. The names of the nominees shall remain known only to the panel until their decision is made known.

This award should not be made posthumously.